
A GENERALIZATION OF TAYLOR'S SERIES*

BY

D. V. WIDDERt

1. Introduction. In view of the great importance of Taylor's series in

analysis, it may be regarded as extremely surprising that so few attempts

at generalization have been made. The problem of the representation of an

arbitrary function by means of linear combinations of prescribed functions

has received no small amount of attention. It is well known that one phase

of this problem leads directly to Taylor's series, the prescribed functions in

this case being polynomials. It is the purpose of the present paper to discuss

this same phase of the problem when the prescribed functions are of a more

general nature.

Denote the prescribed functions by

(1) wo(*),    ui(x),    u2(x), ■ ■ ■ ,

real functions of the real variable all denned in a common interval a ;£ x ^ b.

Set

S»(x) = Co«o(x) + CiUi(x) + • • • + cnun(x).

It is required to determine the constants c< in such a way that sn(x) shall

be the best approximation to a given function f(x) that can be obtained by

a linear combination of «o, «i, • • • , «n. Of course this problem becomes

definite only after a precise definition of the phrase "best approximation"

has been given. Various methods have been used, of which we mention the

following:

(A) The method of least squares;

(B) The method of Tchebycheff;

(C) The method of Taylor.

In each of these cases the functions (1) may be so restricted that the

constants e< are uniquely determined. The function sn(x) thereby determined

is called a function of approximation. Having determined the functions of

approximation, one is led directly to an expansion problem. Under what

conditions will sn(x) approach f(x) as n becomes infinite? Or, when will the

series

* Presented to the Society, December 29,1926; received by the editors in January, 1927.

t National Research Fellow in Mathematics.
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(2) *,(*) + [jt(«) - So(x)] + [st(x) - sx(x)] + ••■

converge and represent f(x) in (a, b) or in any part of (a, b)?

There are two special sequences (1) that have received particular

attention :

(10 i,*,rf, •••,

(1") 1,sin x,cos x,sin 2x,cos 2x, • • • .

The following scheme will serve as a partial reference list to this field, and

to put into evidence the gap in the general theory which it is hoped the present

paper will in some measure fill.

(A)* (B)* (C)
(1') A. M. Legendre P. L. Tchebycheff B. Taylor

(1")        J. J. Fourier M. Fréchet G. Teixeiraf
(1) E. Schmidt A. Haar

The entry in the upper left-hand corner, for example, means that the

series (2) becomes for the method (A) and for the special sequence (1')

the expansion of f(x) in a series of Legendre polynomials. It should be

pointed out that the series studied by Teixeira were considered by him in

another connection, and that no mention of their relation to Taylor's series

was made.

It is found that if certain restrictions are imposed on the sequence (1),

and if the functions of approximation are determined according to the

method (C), then the general term of the series (2) may be factored, just as

in Taylor's series, into two parts cngn(x), the second of which depends in no

way on the function f(x) represented, the constant c„ alone being altered

when f(x) is altered. As in the case of Taylor's series the constant c„ is de-

termined by means of a linear differential operator of order n. If further

restrictions, Conditions A of §6, are imposed on the sequence (1), it is found

that series (2) possesses many of the formal properties of a power series.

If / is a point at which sn(x) has closest contact with/(ac), then the interval

of convergence of (2) extends equal distances on either side of t (provided

that the interval of definition (a, b) permits). The familiar process of analytic

extension also applies to this generalized power series.

A necessary and sufficient condition for the representation of a function

f(x) is obtained by generalizing a theorem of S. Bernstein.   Then imposing

* For references, see Encyklopädie der Mathematischen Wissenschaften, IIC9c (Fréchet-

Rosenthal), §51.

t Extrait d'une lettre de M. Gomes Teixeira à M. Eermite, Bulletin des Sciences Mathématiques

et Astronomiques, vol. 25 (1890), p. 200.
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further conditions, Conditions B of §10, it is found possible to represent an

arbitrary analytic function in a series (2). It is shown that the conditions are

not so strong as to exclude the case of Taylor's series, and that sequences (1)

exist, satisfying the conditions, and leading to series quite different from

Taylor's series. Finally the relation of the general series to Teixeira's series

is shown.

2. The Taylor method of approximation and the existence of the func-

tions of approximation. The Taylor method of approximation consists in

determining the constants c< of s„(x) in such a way that the approximation

to/(x).shall be as close as possible in the immediate neighborhood of a point

x = t of (a, b), irrespective of the magnitude of the error \f(x)—s»(x) | at

points x remote from t. More precisely, the constants c< are determined so

that the curves y—f(x) and y=sK(x) shall have closest contact at a point t.

IS the functions f(x) and sn(x) are of class C"+1(possess continuous derivatives

of order «t+l) in the neighborhood of x=t, then the curves y=f(x) and

y=sn(x) (or the functions f(x) and sn(x) themselves) are said to have contact

of order m at * = tii and only if

/<»(*) . 5,(«(0,    ft - 0,1, - • - ,m ;   /<■*»«) * s¿-+»(t).

We now make the following

Definition.   Thefunction

n

*»(*) =     JL C(Ui(x)

is a function of approximation of order n for the point x = t if the functions

U{(x) are of class C" in the neighborhood of x = t, and if su(x) has contact of

order n at least withf(x) atx = t.

We shall have frequent occasion to use Wronskians, so that it will be

convenient to introduce a notation. The functions v0(x), Vi(x), • • ■ , vn(x)

being of class C", we set

»o(*)      vi(x)    • - • vn(x)

W[vo(x),v1(x), ••• ,vn(x)]

v¿(x)    v!(x)  •••*;(*)

t>o(,,)(*) viin)(x) ■ ■ :v¿n)(x)

In particular, for the functions of the sequence (1) we set

Wn(x) = V[«,(*),«,(*), • • • ,«„(*)].
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We may now state

Theorem I. If the functions f(x), ua(x), ui(x), ■ • • , un(x) are of class

C" in the neighborhood of x = t, and if Wn(í)9¿0, then there exists a unique

function of approximation

0 m0(*)   «i(¡t)   • • • un(x)

-.w- t.*)--(4)
f(t)       Uo(t)     «i(i)     • • • «„(<)

m «•« «/(o •••«»'(<)

/(»>(<) «o(B) W «1(B) (<)•••  «»<"> (0

of order n for x = t.

The proof of this theorem consists in noting that the determinant of the

system of equations

/<*>(/) = c0«o(t)(0 + ci«i<*>(0 + • • • + c»«.(i)(0        (* = 0,1, • • •,»)

is W„(t), which is different from zero by hypothesis, and in solving the system

for the constants c<. The values of the c,- thus obtained give the above ex-

pression for s„(x).

3. Determination of the form of the series. In order to form the series

(2) we need to know the existence of the functions of approximation of all

orders. We shall assume then that f(x) and «<(*), i = 0, 1, 2, ■ • • , are of

class Cm in the interval a ^ x g b. Moreover we shall assume* that Wi(x) > 0

in the same interval. This insures the existence of the functions of approxi-

mation of all orders for an arbitrary point of the interval. We are thus led

naturally to a set of functions (1) possessing what G. Pólyaf has called the

Property W.

Definition. The sequence (1) is said to possess the Property W in (a, b)

if each function of the sequence is of class O in a^x^b, and if Wi(x)>0,

* = 0, 1, 2, • • • , in the same interval.

We shall now be able to show that the series (2) has the form

coho(x) + CiAi(*) + c»hi(x) + • • • ,

* No gain in generality would be obtained by allowing some or all of the functions Wt(x) to

be negative.

t G. Pólya, On the mean-value theorem corresponding to a given linear homogeneous differential

equation, these Transactions, vol. 24 (1922), p. 312. We have extended the definition to apply to an

infinite set.
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where the functions hi(x) depend only on the sequence (1) and on the choice

of the point t, and not at all on the function f(x) to be expanded. The

constants ci} on the other hand, are independent of x, but depend on the

function f(x) and on the choice of the point t. It is this property of the series

(2) that makes all the series under the method (A) of the introduction so

convenient to use. The property is lacking for the method (B), and for this

reason the Tchebycheff series are less useful in spite of their theoretical

advantages.

The direct factorization of [sn(x)—s„_i(;t;)] is attended with algebraic

difficulties which may be avoided by means of the following device.   Set

<t>(x) = sn(x) — Sn-i(x).

Then by Theorem I

Sn\t)  = /<*>«)  = ¿-1«,    *  = 0,1,   •■•,»-   1,   Sn^(t)  - /<»>(0,

*<*>(*) = 0, k = 0,1, ...,»- 1, *<»>(0 = /<»>(<) - s£\(t).

But <p(x) by its form is a linear combination of u0(x), Ui(x), • • • , un(x),

<p(x) = aau0(x) + axui(x) + • • • + anun(x).

Hence the constants a< must satisfy the equations

0 = aoMo<*>(f) + ai«i<»(0 + • • • + a»«»(i)(0        (ft = 0,1, •••,»- 1),

/<»>(*) - j£i(0 = a„Mo(">«) + ai«!<»)(i) + • • • + «.«.<"»(*).

From these equations we see that <p(x) must satisfy the equation

u0(t)        Ui(t)        • • ■   un(t)

u¿(t)      ul(t)      ■■■  u¿(t)

ué*^»(t) u¿»-»(t) ■ • • «»(B_l)(0

Uo(x)        Ui(x)       • ■ ■   un(x)

The factorizaton of <j>(x) which we set out to perform is thus completed.

For brevity we set

Uo(t) Ui(t)        • • •   «„(/)

«o'(0      «/«)      ••• «.'(<)

«^"(O u¿»-»(t) • • • «.'"-"O

u0(x)        Ui(x)       ■ ■ ■   un(x)

4>(x)Wn(t) = [f^(t) - sZ(t)]

(3)      ^'(wïï)
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so that gn(x, t) is the function hn(x) sought.  For convenience in later work

we have put into evidence the point t chosen. We see that

(4) *,(*) - sU*) = [flnKt) - ÄWknOM).

Now by reference to the explicit form of s„^(x) given in Theorem I it becomes

clear that

(»>
/<»>(*) - sn'-i(t)

= /(B)(0 +(-^3 Vww)/

o «o(B)(0  «i(B)(0

fit)       «o(0     «i(0

f'(t) «o'(0       ul(t)

uZi(t)

«n-l(0

«n'-lW

(n-1),.

«n-1 (0fr-»(t) W-^CO «i(B_,)W

WJUoWMt),   •••   ,«n-l«),/«)]

W„-l(0

It will now be convenient to introduce a linear differential operator defined

by the relation

TF[tt0(s),Ki(x), • • • ,w„_i(z),/(*)]
Lnf(x)  =-•

J w„-l(*)

By use of this notation equation (4) becomes

sn(x) - s„-i(x) = Lnf(t)gn(x,t),

and the expansion of the function f(x) has the form

(5) f(x) ~ Lof(t)g0(x,t) + L1f(t)g1(x,t) + Ltf(t)gt(x,t) + ■■■ ,

uo(x)
go(x,t) =

«oW
Lof(x)=f(x).

Incidentally, we have proved the following formula :

Lnf(t) = /"•>(<) - Lof(t)go^(t,t) - Lif(t)g^(t,t)-

-L^xf(t)g^(t,t).

4. The properties of the functions gn(x, t) and of the operators L».

From the equation (3) defining the function gn(x, t) we read off at once certain

properties. Considered as a function of x, it is evidently a linear combination

of ua(x), Ui(x), • • • , un(x) satisfying the equations
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rm dk     r   a i0'    ft = 0.1. •••,»-!,

The operator L„ is seen to be a linear differential operator of order »

which annuls the first » functions of the set (1), and which satisfies the rela-

tion

£«*n|*-o = n\.

The expanded form of L„f is

Lnf(x)  = /<»>(*) + Pl(x)ß«-»(X) + ■■•+ Pn(x)f(x),

the coefficient of/(B) (x) being unity.

The function gn(x, t) is the function of Cauchy* used in obtaining a

particular solution of the non-homogeneous equation

Ln+if(x) = p(x)

from the solutions of the corresponding homogeneous equation. The

particular solution of this equation vanishing with its first n derivatives at

x — tis known to be

/(*)  - fgn(x,t)p(t) dt.

When Z.„ operates on the functions gm(x, t) the result is particularly

simple. Since Ln annuls the first » functions of the sequence (1), it follows

that

Lngm(x,t) = 0,    m <n.

Let us also compute Lngm(x, t) for x = t and m^n. By means of the relations

(6) we find that

£»gn(*,0|~«   =—£»(*,/) |x-, +     PM---in(x,t) +-1,
ox" L a*"-1 J_i

a» i        r        a"_1 1
Lngn+p(x,t)   «_« = —-gn+P(x,t) \x-t  +\ Pl(x)-; gn+p(x,t) ■]-= 0

dx* L dx"~l J*_(

(p-1,2, •••)•

These propertiesf may be summed up as follows:

* E. Goursat, Cours d'Analyse Mathématique, vol. 2, p. 430.

f An a priori discussion of the series in question might be made by starting with these formulas.

They may evidently be used to determine the coefficients of the series formally.
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. 10,    m 9a n,
(7) Lngm(x,t) _, = \   '

(.1,    m = n.

The relation of the series (5) to Taylor's series is brought out more

clearly if the sequence (1) is replaced by the sequence (1') in the preceding

work. Simple computations show that for this case

Wn(x) = »!(» - 1)!(» - 2)! • • .. 2!,

¿„/(*) =/<->(*),

gn(x,t) = (x- /)"/«!.

The series (5) now has precisely the form of Taylor's series.

For many purposes it will be convenient to use another form of the dif-

ferential operator Ln. It is known* that if the Property W holds for the set

«o(z), «i(«), • • • , «n-i(s) in (a, b), then L„f(x) may be written as

d       1       d       1        d
(8) L\J(x) = <p*(x)<t>i(x) • ■ ■ <Pn-i(x)

where

dx <bn-i(x)   dx 4>n-t(x)  dx

d      1      d   f(x)

dx <bi(x) dx <t>o(x)

,n      w ( ,      . , ,        Wx(x) Wk(x)W^t(x)

[W0(x)Y [W^x)]'

(4-2,3, ••• ,»-l).

The functions <pi(x) will all be positive for a = *_ö since we are assuming

that the Property W holds in that interval. The differential expression

adjoint to Lnf(x) may then be writtent

(9) 1     d     1    d        d      1       d

In formulas (8) and (9) the operation of differentiation applies to all that

follows. J

* For a simple proof of this fact see G. Pólya, loe. cit., p. 316.

•f L. Schlesinger, Lineare Diferential-Gleichungen, vol. 1, p. 58.

% Throughout this paper the independent variable for the operator Ln is x; for Mn, t.   The

expression Lnf(t) means £n/(^)|.-i.
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The functions gn(x, t) can be expressed in terms of the functions <pi(x).

For gn(x, t), considered as a function of x, satisfies the differential system

In+1«(*)   = 0,

0,    m = 0,1, ■■•,«— 1,

m — n.

( o,

The system has a unique solution since the boundary conditions are

equivalent to

(0,    m = 0,1, •••,»— 1,

11,    m = n.

But by virtue of formula (8) the solution takes the form

*o(*)
«W = g„{x,t) = ——

<PoU.

(10)
/>'MX"*0(0   •   •   •     <t>n(t)

/»*n— I /»*n-l

<¿n_i(a^_i)  I       ipn(x»)dxidxt • • • ¿x»,

a formula which we shall also write as follows:

VOW   •  •  • <Pn\t)    J t J t J t J t J t

That this function satisfies the differential equation is obvious.   That it

satisfies the boundary conditions may be seen by forming the functions

<¿>o(*) • • • <t>m(x) r* r*      cz

<t>0{t)   ■   ■   ■  (¡>n{t)     Jt J t J t

T      .     ,       <t>o(x) ■ ■ ■ <t>n(x)
Lngn(x,t)  =  -—-—-,

*o(0 • • • *.(<)

and substituting x = t.

It is a familiar fact, and one that may be directly verified by use of

formulas (6) and (9), that gn(x, t) considered as a function of / satisfies

the adjoint differential system

(11) Mn+iv(t) = 0,

(12) ._., .       Í 0. »- O»1.2. ■■• ,n-l,i 0, m = 0,1

I (-1)», «-».
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But an argument similar to that given above shows that the solution of this

system has the form

(13)        v(t) = gn(x,t)

<t>o(x)
= (-1)

*oW • • • <*>»(')
f *.(*)  f <¿»-i(0    f ( 4>i(t)(dt)n.

*Jx •'at *' at */ x

This formula has the advantage over (10) that it enables one to express

gn(x, t) in terms of gn-i(x, t) :

1 c*
*-(*'0 = T7^-T77T     *»W • ' ' <t>n(t)Sn-i(x,t)dt.

<P<¡{()  • • ■ <Pn\t)   J t

By use of this formula the functions gn(x, t) may be computed step by step

from the functions <pi(x), the computations involving only one new integra-

tion for each new function g„(x, t).

It should be pointed out that for many purposes it is convenient to con-

sider the functions <f>i(x) as the given functions instead of the ut(x). For

if the <pi(x) are given positive functions in (a, b), then a set of functions

Ui(x) possessing the property W in that interval is

«<(*) = gi(x,t) (i = 0,1,2, • • • ; a = t = b).

Evidently any function <pi(x) may be multiplied by an arbitrary constant

not zero without affecting the form of the series; for a glance at formulas

(8) and (10) will show that neither the operators Ln nor the functions

gn(x, t) will be thereby affected.  For the special sequence (1') we have

*k(x) = k (*- 1,2,3, •••),

4>o(x) = 1.

However, one is led equally well to Taylor's series by taking

**(») = 1 (*-0,1,2, •••).

5. Remainder formulas. Let us begin by deriving an exact remainder

formula, the analogue of a well known formula for Taylor's series.* Set

Rn(x) = f(x) - L0f(t)g0(x,t) - Xi/(/)si(*,/)-Lnf(t)gn(x,t).

By Theorem I this function has a zero of order (w+1) at least at x = t.

Furthermore it satisfies the differential equation

Ln+i^x) = Ln+1f(x).

* See for example E. Goursat, loc. cit., vol. 1, p. 209.
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But it is known that the only solution of this equation vanishing with its

first n derivatives at x = t is

(14) Rn(x) = j'gn(x,t)Ln+1f(t)dt.

This gives the remainder formula desired:

(15) /(ie) = W'M*,*) + V(')Si(*,0 + • • • + Lnf(t)gn(x,t)

+ J gn(x,t)LH+lf(t)dt.

For the special sequence (1') this becomes

f(*) =f(t)+f'(t)(x-t) +•■• +fnKt)^l+   r íídS/t.«)^.
»! Jt        n\

In the previous section we assumed that the functions f(x) and »<(x)

were of class C". For the validity of the remainder formula (15) it is clearly

sufficient to assume that/(a;), u0(x), ux(x), • • • , un(x) are of class Cn+l and

that the Wronskians Wo(x), Wi(x), ■ ■ • , Wn(x) are positive in (a, b).

Let us now obtain remainder formulas analogous to certain other of the

classical remainder formulas for Taylor's series. Let F(s) be a function of

class C in the interval (a, b), and such that F'(s) is not zero in the interval

(t, x) except perhaps at the point t. Then formula (14) may evidently be

written as

*-<*>=    fXl^-Ln¥1f(s)F'(s)ds.
J t    F'(s)

We may now apply the first mean-value theorem for integrals,* and

obtain

(16) Ux) = i^^TW(ö[F(*) -F(t)] (Kt<M<«0.

This is the analogue of the remainder given by Schömilch,t

/■(B+1)(£)(z-£)B

to which it reduces for the special sequence (1')-

* E. Goursat, loc. cit., vol. 1, p. 181. It is to be noted that [gn(x,s) Ln+rfisfl/lF'U)) may be

discontinuous at s=t. The ordinary treatments of the theorem do not admit this possibility, but it

may be shown that the theorem is still applicable to this case; cf. G. D. Birkhoff, these Transactions,

voL 7 (1906), p. 115.
t For references see Encyklopädie der Mathematischen Wissenschaften, DIA2 (Pringsheim),

511.
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By specializing the function F(s) a variety of remainders may be obtained.

Let us take

F(s) =  j gm(x,s)ds, m á ».

Then F(s) obviously possesses the continuity properties imposed above.

That it is a function of one sign in the open interval (t, x) may be seen by

direct inspection of formula (10) or by the general theory of G. Pólya.*

For, by formulas (11) and (12) we see that gm(x, s) considered as a function

of s has a zero of order m at the point x and satisfies the differential equation

Mtn+Ms) = 0.

But no solution of this equation not identically zero can vanish more than

m times in any interval in which the Property W holds. Consequently gm(x, s)

is different from zero in (a, b) except at x. With this special choice of F(s),

(16) becomes

(17) Rn(x)  = -^4jW(Ö    fg~(x,s)ds.
gm(x,0 J,

This is the analogue of a remainder of Roche, f

(x - Ö"-"(* - t)n+l

&w-     ..(.+»)    *"*•

to which it reduces for the sequence (1').

By taking m=n, (17) becomes

2c»(*) = £»+i/(f) J gn(x,s)ds,

and this is the analogue of the familiar Lagrangef remainder.    Finally

by taking m = 0 we obtain

Rn(x)  = ^P^-L^fOi)    fgo(x,s)dS,
go(x,0 Jt

as the analogue of Cauchy'sf remainder,

(x - t)»(x - t)
Rn(x) =-^->+»(Ö.

* G. Pólya, loe. cit., p. 31-7.

t Encyklopädie, II A2, loe. cit.
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A simpler remainder which also reduces to that of Cauchy for the sequence

(10 is

Rn(x) = gn(x,£)Ln+1f(l:)(x - t).

Let us sum up the results in

Theorem II. Let the functions f(x), u0(x), Ui(x), • • • , un(x) be of class

Cn+l, and let the Wronskians W0(x), Wi(x), • ■ ■ , Wn(x) be positive in the

interval a^x^b. Then if t is a point of this interval,

(18)   f(x) - L0f(t)go(x,t) + L1f(t)g1(x,t) + ■■■+ Lnf(t)gn(x,t) + Rn(x),

where

u0(t)        Ui(t)        ■ ■ ■  uk(t)

u¿(t)      ul(t)      ■ ■ ■ ui(t)

gk(x •°-G4)

Lkf(x) =

Uo^Kt) «i(*-»(<)

Uq(x) Ui(x)

W[uo(x),   ■■■   ,«*-!(*),/(*)]

uk<*-"(t)

Uk(x)

Wk-x(x)

(ft= 1,2, ••• ,n + I ; L0f(x) = f(x)),

and where Rn(x) has one of the forms

Rn(x) = J gn(x,t)Ln+1f(t)dl,

Rn(x) = ^^-Ln+1f(0  rgm(x,s)ds
gm(x,Ç) J,

(m £ n ; t < $ < x ; x < I < f).
The function

N„(x,t) =   Í gm(x,s)ds

that appears in the remainder may be expressed in a different form, which

will be useful in what is to follow. From the form of the function it is seen

to satisfy the following differential system when considered as a function of x:

Lm+iu(x) = 1,

«<*>(<) = 0 (ft = 0,1,2, ••• ,m).
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But the unique solution of this system may also be written in the form

Ç.X ç.X ç.X Ç.X (dx)m+1

(19) Nm(x,t) = *,(*)      <bt(x)      • • • *.(*)       —-—- •
Jt J t Jt Jt      <I>0{X)   ■   ■   ■  <t>m{X)

For the special sequence (1') this is equal to (x—t)m+1/(m+l)\.

6. Generalized power series. If in formula (18) n is allowed to become

infinite, a series of the form

(20) aago(x,t) + aigi(x,t) -\-

results. Before discussing the behavior of the remainder as » becomes

infinite, we discuss the general properties of a series of this type, a series

which evidently reduces to a power series for the sequence (1')- In particular

if t = 0 is a point of (a, b), we shall set

gn(x) = gn(x,0) (» = 0,1,2, •••)•

As has already been observed, no change is made in the series if any function

<Pi(x) is multiplied by a non-vanishing constant. Consequently, no essential

restriction will be introduced by the assumption, which will be made in the

remainder of this paper, that 0,(0) = 1.   With this assumpton we may write

pX /•* px

(21) gn(x) = *,(*)  I  *i(a)  \ ••   \ <t>n(x)(dx)*.
Jo Jo Jo

In order that the series (20) may retain many of the formal properties

of a power series we introduce

Conditions A: (a) The functions <pi(x) are of class C°° in the interval

a^x^b;

(b) *<(*)> 0 (i = 0,1,2, ••• ,a= x = b),

Mn
(c) lim-= 1,

n-a   fttn

where

Mn => maximum <^»(a;),    mn = minimum <t>n(x) in a á * á b.

In the case of the sequence (1'), 0.0*0 is constant, and the Conditions A

are surely satisfied. It is a simple matter to construct other sequences of

functions satisfying the conditions. For example, take

0»(«) = e-'i«.
Then

Mn = e-'i",   m* - <r*'",
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and the conditions are evidently satisfied in any interval (a, b) however large.

We are now in a position to prove

Theorem III.   // the functions <f>i(x) satisfy the Conditions A in (a, b),

and if the series

CO

(22) T,Cngn(x,t), OSt^b,
«-0

converges for a value x=x^tof that interval, then it converges absolutely in the

interval \x—t\<\x0—t\, a^x^b, and uniformly in any closed interval

included therein. If the sum of the series is denoted by f(x), then

CO

(23) Lkf(x)=   £ CnLtgn(x,t)
n-0

(ft = 0,1,2, • • • ; |» - <| < |*o - t\ ; a = * = b).

Since the series (22) converges for x=x0, it follows that there exists a

constant M independent of n for which

\c«gn(xo,t) \<M.

We are thus led immediately to a dominant series for (22),

L. Cngn(x,t) « M 2L -T-.-T7 •
n-O n-0     \gn\Xt¡,t) 1

We now obtain a more convenient form for gn(x, t) by successive ap-

plications of the mean-value theorem for integrals:

¿o(*)<Mfr)fote) • • • &.(£»)  (x - Q»
Ut)<Pi(t)4*(t) ■ ■ • 0,(0 »!

I < {. < É_i < • * • < fi < *,

t> ïn > £»-1 >      • •  > Í1 > X.

Here the first line of inequalities holds if t<x; the second if Ox. Now making

use of the upper and lower bounds Mn and mn of <pn in (a, b), we see that

,       .      M0M!---Mn   \x-t\*
\gn(x,t) | <--!--!-,

OTowti • • •>», nl

. ., OTo»»i • • • Í»,       |*o — 11"
\gn(xo,l)    > ——-:->

MoMi • • ■ Mn        »!

jL Cngn(x,t)  « M  ¿s (-J     "j--VZ '
»-o »-o \ i»o»»i •••«»/     I Xo — 11
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The. test ratio
x - t/Mn+lV

\ »»«-H /í»»+i /     I xo — i

of the dominant series has the limit \x—I \/\x0—1\ as » becomes infinite

by Condition A (c). The first part of the theorem is thus established. It

remains to show that the operation term by term by Lk is permissible. Now

Lkgn(x,t)   =  -^-^   f     0*+1(*) •••      I    4>n(x)(dxY-\    *%k,
00 W   •  •  • 0n(í)     J t J t J t

(24)
0o(x) • • • 0t(z)0i+1(£jt+i) • • • 0„(í„)   (x - /)-*

Lkgn(x,t)  =
0o(<)---0n(O (»-*)!

t < fc. < I—I < • • • < {»+1 < *,

* > {„ > £-1 >•>£*+! > *•

Hence

JL CnLkgH(x,t) <&M L, -¡—7—XT
«-* »-*    \gn(Xo,t)\

,    -   (Mo-- Mn\«mT,(-)
n-* \ W»o •  •  • Win /

Mn\2  \X  -   *l"~* »!

|*0 - /|"   (» - k)\

Consequently the series (23) is uniformly convergent for \x—t | gr, a=x^b,

where r< \x0\.  This is sufficient to establish the result stated.

As a result of this theorem it follows that there exists an interval of con-

vergence for the series extending equal distances on either side of / (provided

the length of the interval of definition (a, b) permits). In particular, the

interval may reduce to a single point, or it may be the entire interval (a, b)

(which in turn may, in special cases, be the entire «-axis). The following

examples will show that all of these cases are possible. Take <j>n(x) = e~*ln.

Then
■0

y^ (nï)Ign(x) diverges except for x = 0 ;

2 »!&.(*)   converges for \x\ < 1,
a-0

diverges for \x\ > 1 ;
CO

2 &»(x)       converges for all x.
s-t
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Theorem III has a further important consequence. If in equations (23)

we set x = t, we see that

Ck = Lkf(t).

Since the coefficients ck are uniquely determined by the values of f(x) and

its derivatives at x = t, it follows that the development of a function f(x)

in a series (22) is unique.

7. A generalization of Abel's theorem. If a series (22) has an interval

of convergence (—r, r),* then by Theorem III it has a continuous sum in

the interval —r<x<r. As in the case of power series the series may or may

not converge at the extremities of the interval. We shall show that if (22)

converges at r(or —r), then the sum of the series is continuous in the in-

terval —r<x^r (or — r^x<r) by use of the following

Lemma. If the functions <pn(x) satisfy the conditions A (a), (b), then the

determinant

gn-l(x)     gn(x)
A =

gn-i(y)   gn(y)

is positive or negative according as 0<x<y or 0>x>y.

First it will be shown that A ¿¿0. If A were equal to zero for two values Xo

and y0 distinct from each other and from the origin, it would be possible to

determine constants C\ and c2 not both zero such that the function

(25) 4>(x) = cig„_i(*) + Cign(x)

would vanish at xa and y0. But gB-i(x) and gn(x) both vanish (« — 1) times

at the origin so that <p(x) would have at least («+1) zeros in (—a, a).

This however is impossible. For, according to the general results of Pólya

already cited, no linear combination of go(x), gi(x), • • • , gn(x) not identically

zero can vanish (w+1) times in an interval in which the Property W holds.

Hence A 5^0.

It remains to discuss the sign of A. Regard y as fixed, so that A becomes

a function of x alone. Evidently

A
lim-= W(y) =
*-»y y — X

We shall show presently that W(y)>0 for all values of y different from

zero in ( — a, a). This will be sufficient to establish the Lemma.

* Throughout this section we assume that a<—r<r<b;t is taken equal to zero for simplicity.

g—iW

gn'-i(y)

gn(y)

gi(y)
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For, if x is allowed to approach a positive value of y through values less

than y, then A/(y —x) remains a function of one sign (with the same sign

as A), and approaches a positive value. The variable A must therefore

have been positive. By allowing x to approach a negative y through values

between y and zero, we see that

A <0,    y < x <0.

To prove that W(y)>0 throughout ( — a, a) except at the origin, first

note that

W<kK0) = 0

jr<2»-s>(o) =
£?(o)

Ä0)
ft.     (0)

¿B> (0)

(¿ = 0,1,
1 0

,2»-3),

tUo) 1
= 1

by virtue of relations (6). Hence

u2n—2

W(y) =
,,2n-l

+

(2n -2)!       (In- 1)!
-W"2-l>(0, 0 < £ <y,  0 > £ > y.

This shows that W(y) > 0 for values of y sufficiently near the origin. But the

same argument used above to show that A is different from zero may be

used to show that W(y) is different from zero away from the origin. The

Lemma is thus completely established.

By use of this Lemma it is possible to prove

Theorem IV.   Let the function <pi(x) satisfy Conditions A in (—a, a),

and let the interval of convergence of the series

m

H Cngn(x)
n-0

be (—r, r). Then if the series converges for x = r (orx= —r),its sum is continuous

in the interval —r<x^r (or —r^x<r).

Since the series converges for x = r, then to an arbitrary positive € there

corresponds a number m such that

|c«H-lft»+l(r) +  • • •  + Cm+pgm+pW |   < « (P =   1,2,3,   •  • ■ ).

Now by the Lemma the set of values

go(x)        gi(x)        gt(x)

go(r) gi(r) gt(r)

forms a decreasing set. Hence by Abel's lemma*

0 < x < r,

* E. Goursat, Cours d'Analyse Mathématique, vol. 1, p. 182.
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gm+i(x).  .      gm+l(x) gm+p(x)

Cm+\gm+\\r)    -—— +   •  •  •  + Cm+pgm+pW
gm+l(r) gm+p(r)

go(x)
^ tM,    0 g * = r,

g<n+i(r)

~   go(r)

where M is the maximum of go(x)/go(r) in O^x^r. Consequently the series

converges uniformly in 0 = x^r, and represents a continuous function there.

That the sum is continuous in —r<x^0 follows from Theorem III. A

similar proof shows that if the series converges at —r, then the sum is con-

tinuous in —r^x<r.

8.    Generalization of the process of analytic continuation.   Let us first

obtain formulas analogous to the binomial formulas

(26) (x - /)» = xn - nxn~H -\-xn~212 -••• + (- l)"*",

(27) *» = /» + nt»-l(x -t)+ ——-/-»(s - /)* H-1- (x - t)».

Let t and u be two distinct points of the interval (a, b). Since gn(x, t) and

gn(x, u) are both linear combinations of u0(x), Ui(x), ■ ■ • , un(x),

gn(x,u)  =  Cogo(x,t) + Cigi(x,t) H-1- Cngn(x,t).

The constants c< may be determined by use of formulas (7).   The result is

(28) gn(x,u) = L0gn(t,u)go(x,t) + L1gn(t,u)g1(x,t) + ■■■+ Lngn(t,u)gn(x,t).

For the particular sequence (1') this reduces to (26) with t = 0,u = t, and to

(27) with m = 0, / = *.

In order to generalize the process of analytic continuation we begin

with a consideration of the double series

CoL0go(t,u)go(x,t)

+ ciL„gi(t,u)g0(x,t) + clL1g1(t,u)gi(x,t)

(29)
+ c2Liag2(t,u)go(x,t) + c2Lig2(t,u)g1(x,t) + C2Ligi(t,u)g2(x,t)

+.

+.

Let us suppose that the interval of convergence of the series

CO

(30) 2 Cngn(x,u)
n-0
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is \x—u | <r, a=a; = 6. It will now be possible to show the double series (29)

absolutely convergent in a certain interval. The general term of that series is

CnLkgn(t,u)gk(x,t),      0 =   *  = ».

Assuming Conditions A, we may obtain an upper bound for this term as

follows:

, M0Ml---Mk     \x - t\*
k*0M) | =

motril • • • mk kl

MoMi ■ ■ ■ Mn   \t - u n-i

Lkgn(t,u) |  =---——,        » =  k.
mont\ ■ • ■ mn     (« — k)l

Lettfo be a point in the interval of convergence of the series (30). Then

there exists a constant M independent of « for which

|c.ft.(*o,tt)| < M.

Hence we have

ntomi • • • mn      \xo — u\n

|ft.(*o,«)| >
JlfoMi • • • Mn »!

MMo ■ ■ ■ Mn »!

m0 ■ ■ • mn       I xo — « IB

Consequently, observing that Mk/mk~-\,

/MoMi ■ ■ ■ Mn\»        »!        |*-í|*|*-m|. #    %   ,    A . /MoMi ■ ■ ■ Mn V        «!
\cnLkgn(t,u)gk(x,t)\<M[ ) ——-

\   »to*»! • • • JMB   /    Rl\n — K) 1 «0— «

We are thus led to a dominant double series, which will now be shown

convergent under certain conditions. First form the sum of the «th row

of this series:

(Mo--- Mn\*        1 »

M\-) 1-Í» £\m0 • - - mn /    *o — « " t-o

»!U- t\k\t- « •*-*

o £!(«-*)!

/Mo • ■ • Mny        1 . .
= M(-\  -f(\t-u\ + \ x-t\y

\ mo • • ■ mn /   \xo — u\n

Then form the sum of the row values

m ' /MoMi-Mny/|<-M|+ l»-<ly

»_0 \   OToWl • • • OT„   /   \ ¡Xo — U   I /
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The test ratio of this series is

/M„y \t-u\+ \x-t\

\mnJ | x0 — u |

and by Condition A (c) this has the limit

\t-u\ + \x-t\

| xo — « |

as n becomes infinite. Consequently the series (29) is absolutely convergent

if
\t- u\ + \x- t\ < \xo - «|,    a^x^b.

The sum of the series may be obtained by summing by rows or by columns.

In the one case, using formula (28), we find the sum to be the convergent

series
00

(31) T,cngn(x,u).
n-0

In the other case, the sum is found to be

00

(32) EWWfn(x,i),
n-0

where/(x) is defined as the sum of the series (31). That

00

Lkf(t)=    £ CnL*g„(f,«)
n-0

follows from Theorem III. We thus have two representations for/(x), the

first of which, (31), holds in \x—u \ <r, a^x^b, and the second of which,

(32), holds in |x — t\<r— \t—u\, a^x^b. Conceivably, series (32) may

converge in a larger interval, in which case an extension or prolongation of

f(x) would be at hand. We sum up the results in

Theorem V.   If the functions <pi(x) satisfy Conditions A in (a, b), and if

CO

/(*) =   Hc*gn(x,u), |x-w|<r,    a^x^b,a^u£b,
n-0

then
00

/(*)-     T, Lnf(t)gn(x,t)
n-0

for all x and t satisfying the relation

\x — t\ < r —  \t — u\,    a ^ x ^ b,    a g t S b.
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9. A generalization of a theorem of S. Bernstein. We shall now ob-

tain a necessary and sufficient condition for the representation of a func-

tion /(*) in a series of the type in question. The method consists in

generalizing a familiar theorem of S. Bernstein.* The results to be proved

are stated in

Theorem VI. Let the functions <pf satisfy Conditions A in (a, b). Then

a necessary and sufficient condition that a function f(x), defined in the interval

a=#<£>, can be represented by a series

00

(33) f(x) =   £ Lnf(a)gn(x,a),    a=x<b,
n-0

is that f(x) be the difference of two functions of class C° in a^x<b,

fix) = <p(x) - i(x),

such that

Ln<t>(x) > 0 or <p(x) m 0 ;   L„t(x) > 0, or \b(x) = 0,    a < x < b

(» = 0,1,2, ••.).

We begin by proving the necessity of the condition. We suppose that

«0

/(*) =   £ Lnf(a)gn(x,a),    a = x < b.
n-0

By Theorem III this series is absolutely convergent in a^x<b, and hence

we may set
00

0(*)= E \Lnf(a)\gK(x,a),
n-0

+(*) -   E { M«) I - Lnf(a)}gn(x,a),
n-0

f(x) = 0(«) - 0(*) , a=*<6.

Again using the results of Theorem III, we have

00

LvKx) =   £ \Lnf(a) \Lkgn(x,a) (k = 0,1,2, • • • ),
n-0

«o

LtK») =   £ { M«) I - Lnf(a)}Lkgn(x,a).
n—0

* S. Bernstein, Sur la définition et les propriétés des fonctions analytiques d'une variable réelle,

Mathematische Annalen, vol. 75 (1914), p. 449.
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By reference to (24) it is seen that every non-vanishing term of each of these

series is positive throughout the interval a <x <b. The necessity of the con-

dition is thus established.

Conversely, suppose that/(x)=<p(x) — uV(x), where 4>(x) and ^(x) satisfy

the conditions of the theorem. It will be enough to show that <p(x) can be

represented in a series (33),for a similar proof will apply to ^(x); and, since

the operators Ln are linear, we will then obtain a representation of the form

desired for/(x) by subtracting the series for <p(x) and y/(x).

We suppose that <j>(x) is not identically zero, for otherwise the result is

obvious. Choose a point x0 of the interval a <x <b, and consider the following

exact remainder formula:

*(x0) = L«t>(t)gü(x*,t) + Lrt(t)gx(xa,t) + • • • + Ln4>(t)gn(xa,t)

+  f °gn(xt,t)Ln+i<p(t)dt,

where a<t<x0. Since the functions <p«(x) are all positive, the functions

g»(x0, ¿) are all positive. By hypothesis Ln+\<p{t) is positive. Consequently

the above integral is surely positive, as is each term on the right-hand side

of the equation.   Hence

*(xo) >Ln<t>(t)gn(x»,t),

,„.*               r    ,,        <K*b) ,   . MoMi • • • Mn        »!
(34) Ln<p(t) < —- < 0(*o)-

gn(xt,f) memi • • ■ nw    (x0 — /)"

Now referring to Theorem II and to formula (19), we see that

4>(x) = L04>(t)g0(x,t) + L1<p(t)g1(x,t) + • • • + Ln<p(t)gn(x,t) + Rn,

c*       c'       r*     rx       c*      {dx)n+1
Rn = Ln+MQMx)  I  4>i(x)      4>2(x)      •••      *»(*)  I

Jt Jt Jt       Jt Jt 0o(x)   •  •  • <pn(x)

t<t<x,

I> T ./>N *>(*)*lttO   •  ■   • *.tt.) (x-/)»+l
JCH = Ln+iq>lt)-,

*o(£n+l)0l(ln+l)  •  •  • *»({-+l)      (» + D!

t < tn+l <{»<•< It <  *,

t > £„+i > I» > • - • > {i > *.
Setting < = £ in (34), we have

.     , /Mo • • • Mn+i V \x-t\*+l

\ mo • • • mn+i /   (xo - £)B+1
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Evidently the remainder approaches zero as « becomes infinite if

, i       xo — t
\x — t   <-> a = x.1 ' 2

If now t is allowed to approach a, the following expansion results:

00

(35) <b(x) =   £ Ln4>(a)gn(x,a),        0 = x - a < —-
n-0 2

But the series (35) converges in a larger interval. For

(36) £ L^(a)gn(x, a) « 0(x„) £ (Mt " ' M"Y ^^-,
n-0 n-0 \ J»o *  ■  • mn /     (#0 — 0)n

and the dominant series converges for \x—a \ <x0—a. It remains only to

show that the sum of the series is 0(x) throughout the interval a^x<b.

Denote the sum of the series (36) by Eix). Then H(x)=<f>(x) for

a = x<(a+Xo)/2. Choose a point t in this interval near to (xo+a)/2. We

have seen above that

0(*) =    £ LnH(t)gn(x,t) =   £LB0(Oft.(iM),     |*-*| <-V~»   * = a-
n—0 n—0 2

But by Theorem V

00

B(x) =   £ LnH(t)gn(x,t),     \x-t\<xo-t,    x = a.
n-0

Consequently H(x)=tp(x) for a = *<(a;o-l-0/2. Now choose a point t' in

this interval near to (x0+t)/2, and proceed as before to show that H(x) =<p(x)

in a^x<(x0+t')/2. By continuing the process we see that H(x) and <p(x)

coincide in the entire interval a^x<xa. But x0 was an arbitrary point of

a<x<b. Consequently equation (33) holds in this interval, and the proof

is complete.

10. The expansion of an arbitrary analytic function. After imposing

further conditions on the functions 0<(*) it will be found possible to represent

an arbitrary analytic function in a generalized power series. We define

Conditions B. (a) Conditions A are satisfied in (a, b);

W    -rí-TT)^0      (*-1.2,3, •••¡«-0,1,2,3, ...;«á«á»).
dxk\<j)n(x) /

We now state a very simple lemma, the proof of which follows immediately

from Leibniz's rule for the differentiation of a product.
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Lemma. Iff(x) is positive with positive derivatives of all orders, and if<p(x) is

positive with derivatives of all orders that are positive or zero, then (d/dx)

• (f(x) • <p(x)) is positive with all its derivatives.

We are now in a position to prove

Theorem VII. // Conditions B are satisfied in (a, b), and if f(x) is

analytic in a<x<b, then

CO

/(*) =   E¿«/«g»0M), a<t<b,

the series being convergent in some neighborhood of t.

Since/(x) is analytic at /, it can be represented as a power series

/(*) =   ¿/(B)«)(:t~/)n. \x-i\<r.

n-0 »!

Then it follows that the expansion

/w-!/•('-tX*-'+t)"
is certainly valid in the interval t—r<x<t+r/3.

Now set

•"-IK'-tM-'+t)"
«.)- | {|/-.(<- |)| -/<■>(, -£)}(,-, + -!)-,

so that
f(x) = g(x)-h(x),

g(x) and h(x) being functions that are either identically zero or positive with

all their derivatives in t—r/3<x<t+r/3. The trivial case in which g(x)

or h(x) is identically zero may be discarded. Now by making successive

applications of the Lemma it is seen that

Lng(x) > 0, Lnh(x) > 0 ( « = 0,1,2, ■•■;t-j<x<t + y\

Consequently Theorem VI may be applied to give
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i<«) -   £ !.«(< - f)*.(«,< - y).     « - f S » < < + y,

4W-.?."('-7>"(*''-ir)-

Finally, we make use of Theorem V, and see that

00

g(x)   =     T,Lng(t)gn(x,t),
n—0

00

h(x)=   £LnA(Oft.(M),
n-0

00

/(*)-   T,Lnf(t)gn(x,t), \x-t\ <r.
n-0

The theorem is thus established.

It should be pointed out that Conditions B are not so strong as to exclude

the case of Taylor's development. For, they are surely satisfied for <pn(x) = 1.

Moreover, other sets of functions <pn(x) exist satisfying the conditions.

Witness the set

0»(*) - *-'".

11. Teixeira's series. In the introduction reference was made to certain

series studied by Teixeira. We wish to show by a consideration of the sequence

(1") how these series arise naturally as a generalization of Taylor's series.

In order that the Wronskians Wn(x) may all be positive we change the sign

of certain of the functions of the sequence (1"), an alteration that will not

affect the form of the series. Consider then the sequence

(37) l.sin x, — cos x, — sin 2x, cos 2x, • ■ • ,( — l)B_1sin nx,

( — l)"cos nx, ■ ■ ■ .

The operators L2n+i corresponding to this sequence have a particularly simple

form:

Lin+i = D(D* + V)(D* + 2') • • • (D* + »')       (n = 0,1,2, • • • ),

where D indicates the operation of differentiation.   The operators L2n are

more complicated. Direct computations show that

W2n = n\[(2n - 1)!]2[(2» - 3)!]* ■ • • [3!]».
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By definition of the operator ¿2n+i we have

¿2n+i( - l)Bsin(»+ 1)*

W(l, sin at, cosx, • • • ,sin»a;, cos»a;,(— l)Bsin(»+ l)x)      Wtn+i

whence

Win+i = WiJD(D2 + l2) • • • (D1 + »2)( - 1)B sin (» + l)x

- W*n(2n+ l)!cos(«+ 1)*.

Hence the Wronskians Wn(x) are all positive at the origin, and the functions

of approximation, gn(x), all exist. We shall show that

2" 2"
22»(*) = TTT^1 ~ cos *]"»    S*>+i(x) = Tr,—TT^I1 ~ cos *]"sin *•

(2»)! (2»+l)!

By a familiar formula of trigonometry we have

2- »     (- l)*cos¿*
-II — cos xJ" =   2-1-
(2«)!L tU («-*)!(»+*).

This function clearly satisfies the differential equation

(38) L2n+iu(x) = 0.

Moreover, it satisfies the boundary conditions

(39) «<*>(0) = 0       (k = 0,1,2, • • • ,2» - 1) ;     «<2">(0) = 1.

But the differential system (38) (39) has only one solution, the function of

approximation g2n(x).

By noting that

2» d      2-+1
[1 — cos x\n sin x =-[1 — cos x\H+1

(2«+l)! dx (2«+ 2)1

n+i (- l)*+ijfesin*x

*^-i(»+l- *)!(»+1 + *)!

it is seen that this function satisfies the system

L2n+iv(x) = 0,

,(»)(0) = 0   (¿ = 0,1,2, ••• ,2») ;     ««-+»(0)- 1,

and consequently must be g2n+i(x).

In the expansion of the function f(x), the coefficients of the terms g2n(x)

will involve the complicated differential operator L2„.   We may, however,
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express this coefficient in terms of a simpler operator of order 2«. In doing

this use will be made of the functions 0n(x) which will now be computed:

Evidently,

d Ltn+if(x)
Ltn+tf(x) = 0o(at) • • ■ 02n+i(a;)

x) = 1,    0l(¡c) = cos x,

:os (»

(»=1,2,3, •••).

»
4>tn(x) =->     0an+i(x) = 2(2» + 1) cos (» + l)x cos nx

cos2 nx

dx <bo(x) ■ ■ ■ 02n+i(s)

(cos (« + l)*)£>¿2n+i/(*) + (« + l)(sin (» + l)x)Ltn.ifjx)

cos (» + l)x

Consequently it follows that,

Lin+if(0) = D*(D* + 12)(D2 + 22) • ■ • (Z>2 + »2)/(0).

The expansion oif(x) now takes the form

» 2" 2B

fix) ~£   An——-[l  - COS x]n + Bn-—-—— [1 - COS x]n SIVL X,
»-o       (2»)1 (2w+l)!

An = D2(D2 + 12)(D2 + 22) • • • (Z)2 + (« - l)2)/(0),

Bn = D(D* + 12)(L>2 + 22) • • • (Z?2 + »2)/(0).

Although the sequence (37) does not satisfy the Conditions A directly,

a simple substitution reduces the series (40) to one for which these conditions

are satisfied. Indeed we shall see that the substitution y = sin (x/2) reduces

the series to the sum of two Taylor's series, so that the convergence can be

easily discussed.

An alternative form of the series is obviously

"* 22"   /      / a;\\2n

+ Bn

(2n)l

22n+l / / x\\ 2n+1

(2»+1)1

(sin(|))2nflcos(|)

If the change of variable x/2 =y is made, the form of the series employed by

Teixeira* is obtained.

* For reference see § 1.
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Now any function f(x) analytic in the neighborhood of x = 0 can be ex-

panded in a series of this type for a sufficiently small neighborhood of x = 0.

For, if

/(*)+/(-*) /(*)-/(-*)
*(*) =       2 —->   *(x)-       J2y—-,   *(x) + m = /(*),

then the functions

^(2 sin"1 y)
<p(2 sin-1 y)   and

cos sin-1 y

are both analytic in some neighborhood \y | <5 of y = 0. Hence they can be

expanded in powers of y:

00

4,(2 sin"1 y) =  £ a2ny2',     \y\<8,
n=0

*(2 sin"1 y)        " .   .

cos sin-1 y        „_o

We have now only to make the substitution y = sin(x/2) in these series and

to add in order to be assured that f(x) can be expanded in a series (40) in

some neighborhood of the origin. For simplicity expansion have been con-

sidered in the neighborhood of the origin, but the results clearly hold for

an arbitrary point.

Bryn Maws College,

Bsyn Maws, Pa.


